
Purple and Gold Chessex Dice are a 

Nat 20! (Which Means Awesome!) 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Polyhedral-7-Die-Borealis-Chessex-
Dice/dp/B001GZRLKK/ref=sr_1_6?ie=UTF8&qid=1416597741&sr=8-

6&keywords=D%26D+Dice+set 
 
Chessex Dice  

Chessex seven set dice are mainly used for Dungeons and Dragons games. They have interesting 
color designs and easy to read numbers. 
 
Easy to Read  

The gold numbers contrasts well with the dice color and can be read easily. Even the font for the 
numbers makes them easier to read at a distance. One customer said, “I was a little afraid of not 
being able to see the numbers well in various lighting conditions but I worried for nothing. They 
are clear and easy to read.” I have my own set of Chessex dice in a different color but they are also 
easy to read. 

http://www.amazon.com/Polyhedral-7-Die-Borealis-Chessex-Dice/dp/B001GZRLKK/ref=sr_1_6?ie=UTF8&qid=1416597741&sr=8-6&keywords=D%26D+Dice+set
http://www.amazon.com/Polyhedral-7-Die-Borealis-Chessex-Dice/dp/B001GZRLKK/ref=sr_1_6?ie=UTF8&qid=1416597741&sr=8-6&keywords=D%26D+Dice+set
http://www.amazon.com/Polyhedral-7-Die-Borealis-Chessex-Dice/dp/B001GZRLKK/ref=sr_1_6?ie=UTF8&qid=1416597741&sr=8-6&keywords=D%26D+Dice+set


Look Cool 

I have a set of Chessex dice myself. They are a purple and pink combination with gold numbers. My 
husband thinks that they look cool despite the pink in them. I think this applies to any of the 
Chessex dice because of the design in how they’re made. Even a guy can appreciate the girly color 
purple because of the neat design. A customer reported, “They really are very pretty and although 
my boyfriend told me they're "girly dice", he could still appreciate the brilliance of the colors.” 
Another customer said, “Everyone at my D&D [Dungeons and Dragons] games is jealous of my dice 
now.”  
 
Product Details  

Product Dimensions: 2.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 inches  
Shipping Weight: 0.8 ounces  
Royal Purple with Gold Numbers  
Seven dice in set  
They are durable  

 

Possible Issues  

The only major complaint that I saw was that the color wasn’t exactly what was expected. The 
customer said, “I was a little disappointed on the color. I was hoping the dice would be darker but 
they're a brighter purple than showed in the picture.” The color represented in Amazon’s picture is 
slightly darker than the dice actually appear because of the lighting of the picture. It different 
lighting the colors slightly change anyway so it’s not that big of a deal for the color to vary slightly.  
 
Average Customer Review 

4.5 out of 5 stars  
 

Summary  

They’re easy to read in different lightings, they have an interesting color combination that makes 
them cool, and are extremely durable. 
 


